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The Namia language community
The 7000 speakers of Namia live in the northwest part of Papua New Guinea. The area
they live in is swamp and grass-covered plains located north of the Sepik River in the
Lumi Sub-District of Sandaun Province, although some Namia people also live south of
the river in East Sepik Province. The language area extends from the Sand River on the
west to approximately 15 kilometres east of the Yellow River, and from just south of the
Sepik River north to near Kweifteim and the southern border of the Pouye language
area. It has the largest population of any of the surrounding languages (Pouye, Awun,
Amal, Ama, Abau, Yale, Kwomtari, Guriaso; see map 1).

There are no road links between the provincial capital (Vanimo) and other
district headquarters. Travel from the coast (usually from Aitape) has traditionally been
on foot, and from the south people come by canoe upstream on the Sepik River from
Ambunti or Pagwi. However, starting around the year 2000 timber and mining
companies have begun work to the north of the Namia area, and they have established
roads that give easier access going north and east.

Traditionally, the staple diet of the Namia people is sago, supplemented by
hunting and fishing and some gardening.

The people inhabit an area of approximately 1200 square kilometres. There are
21 villages each with populations of 50-300 people, and one government station (see
map 2) in the 5 social division areas listed below:
 The northwest area of the language is called Lawo and has 4 villages:

Aiendami, Mokwidami, Mantopai, Yawari
 The central area is Edwaki and has 3 villages and the station:

Yegarapi, Yaru, Norombalip and the Edwaki (Yellow River) station
 The southeast area is Wiyari and has 6 villages:

Alai, Naum, Akwom, Warkori, Makme, Nami
 The southwest area is Iwane and has 3 villages:

Ewane, Wakou, Aukwom (Augam)
 The southern area along the Sepik River is Ameni or Pabei and has 5 villages:

Tipas (Ameni), Elamoli (Panewai 2), Pabei 1, Pabei 2, Panewai

Namia History
According to oral history from the elder Namia people, at first the people all lived
together on and to the south of the mountains near the current government offices at the
Edwaki station. According to their tradition, after fighting with and driving out other
language groups, the people split up and spread out into the entire area that they now
identify as their own.

The first patrol officer walked into the area across the mountains from Aitape
and through Lumi in the 1930s. He instructed the people to wear clothes and stop
fighting. The people also remember a big earthquake which occurred in 1937.

The first missionaries in the area were John and Valerie Watkins with the Sola
Fide Mission. They came to the area in 1957 and built a house, a church and made the
airstrip which is still in use. Others such as Ken and Norma Knight and Val Auwardt
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followed and did medical and teaching work. Various Christian Brethren Church
missionaries had an ongoing presence until the early 1990s. In 1990 the Christian
Brethren Churches of Papua New Guinea (CBCPNG) were established and still
continue (Anderson: 2011).

English classes were started in the 1950s. The primary school (Grades 1-6) and
Grade 7-8 (top-up) school at Edwaki Station is part of a network of schools that are still
supervised by officials connected with the CBCPNG.

Linguistic classification and typology
Namia is a Papuan language of the Sepik Family, and has also been called Namie,
Lujere and Yellow River. It is genetically related to the Ndu languages (e.g. Iatmul,
Ambulas, Manambu), as well as Alamblak, Yessan-Mayo and Abau (Foley 2005: 127,
Tupper 2009).

Typologically, Namia has the following characteristics. Basic word order is
SOV, it uses postpositions, and has no switch reference, medial verbs nor absolute
tense. The morphology is agglutinative (with aspect, mood, and direction markings
required on verbs – see “Notes on verbal morphology” section for more information).
But it does not have person markers on indicative verbs. For this reason it uses free
pronouns instead. Number is not marked in the nouns, there are few adjectives, and no
comparative words like ‘bigger’ or ‘smaller’. Reason clauses normally occur before
result clauses. There is no grammatical marking for direct quotations.

The name Namia
The name Namia literally means “none”, (Laycock 1975) and is the most common name
for the people. Their geographic area has been called Yellow River after a large river
that flows north to south through the language area. The area has more recently been
known as Edwaki, after the name of the airstrip and government and mission station. An
anthropologist (Mitchell 1975) who did research among these people called them
Lujere, a Namia word which means “people”.

Linguistic Homogeneity
The Namia people identify strongly with their regional areas. These areas reflect social
distinctions rather than dialect differences (Feldpausch 1998:4). Namia has no dialects.
On a standard SIL word list of 106 items, the words from every area are 98% cognate.
The few changes that occur are mainly in vowel backing and height, and also a change
between use of diphthongs (vowel glides) and use of single vowel sounds.

Previous research
A written survey of the Namia language was first produced in 1980 by SIL members
Ron and Jane Pappenhagen. Anthropological research by William E. Mitchell was
published in 1975 and 1977. Linguistic research was done by SIL members Tom and
Becky Feldpausch beginning in 1986, and continued until 2007. Various published and
unpublished works were produced of wordlists, phonology, grammar, and anthropology.
See the bibliography for details.

History of the project
This dictionary project has spanned the years 1986-2006 as we have lived with the
Namia people under the auspices of SIL-PNG. The aim of this publication is to give
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web access to linguists and researchers to learn about the language. This full version is
not being printed, as we have previously published triglots for the Namia people to use
(2001 first edition, 2003 reprint).

Most of the lexical research was done in the central part of the language group,
the Edwaki area, as we lived in the village of Yaru. A few lexical items were gathered
from speakers of other areas in the language group. We give special thanks to the Namia
people who helped with definitions and accuracy over the years: Joas Yalweike, Simon
Walijaro, Wijowe Youjan, Meno Ijwo and Peijwale Malwali.

Methodology
In the early years of our research as we learned the language, we wrote down the words,
definitions, and example sentences as we learned them. Tape recorded and native-
authored written texts were also analysed and words from them catalogued in computer
software such as Shoebox. In order to produce a published triglot, much work was done
in editing the entries that we had gathered. In later years, we solicited more words using
a semantic domain approach for elicitation. The Namia people most interested in this
work were the older men who are concerned about the young people changing
pronunciations and forgetting some of the terminology in favor of using Tok Pisin.

Namia alphabet and Pronunciation
The Namia language has 6 vowels, 8 consonants, and 2 glides. The alphabet uses these
15 letters: a, e, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, r, t, u, w and y. The phonetic values of these symbols
are generally the same as those of the corresponding symbols in the International
Phonetic Alphabet.

The letter a represents two phonemes, /a / and /ə/. Through testing, it was shown
that Namia adults could accurately predict which sound was intended by this
underrepresentation. The schwa is very common in both stressed and unstressed
syllables, in word initial and word final position, and between any combination of
consonants. The writing of the schwa sound is frequently omitted at the ends of words
so that, for example emoma ‘her’ is frequently written emom (Feldpausch 1993).

The letter j represents the voiceless affricate [tʃ]. It occurs only word medial
after the high vowels i, u, ai, and ou. It is frequently inserted between words when the
last word ends with i and the next word starts with y. An example is womijapan ‘good
night’ (from womi yapan).

The letter r represents a voiced alveolar flap. The letter t changes to r between
vowels. Example: ijo tae > ijo rae ‘drink water’.

Stress in Namia is predictable, occurring on the penultimate syllable of a word.

The scope and limitations of this dictionary
Most Namia people between the ages of 10-50 are bilingual in Tok Pisin. This high
degree of bilingualism gives rise to code-switching between the two languages. Tok
Pisin terms are beginning to supplant their Namia counterparts, especially with people
under the age of 40 in the central part of the language area.

This dictionary makes no attempt to include the numerous Tok Pisin vocabulary
items which occur in colloquial speech. Also, with rare exceptions, proper names have
been avoided.

This research is far from perfect or complete, and there are likely to be many
errors in spelling and definition. However, it represents a contribution to the knowledge
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of this language for academic researchers that is as accurate as the compilers could
make it by the end of their work with the Namia people.

Format for entries
Bold type is used for information presented in the Namia language. Normal type is used
for English definitions and translations. Italicised type is used for parts of speech,
definition in Tok Pisin, and examples (both in Namia and English). Italicised type
followed by a colon (e.g. synonym:) indicates the lexical function of a word or phrase
related to the headword, such as a synonym, antonym, expression, etc.

The analytical basis of the headword is stems, roots and affixes. Verbal
headwords are normally given as unaffixed roots.

The entry word is bolded, followed by the pronunciation in square brackets, an
abbreviation for part of speech, the definition, and sometimes a Tok Pisin definition.
Then follow examples, and lexical functions such as synonyms, compounds, or affixed
forms. The numbered semantic domain in parentheses is usually the last part of the
entry.

Notes on verbal morphology
Namia verbal morphology is highly agglutinative. The verb nucleus may consist of up
to three stems in serial construction. The verb takes both prefixes and suffixes, with up
to six prefixes and five suffixes being recorded. Verbs are inflected for mood, rather
than tense; mood may be realis, irrealis, habitual or imperative. An elaborate system of
affixes indicating aspect occurs in slots immediately preceding and following the verb
nucleus. One unusual feature of Namia verbal morphology is the complete lack of any
medial-final verb distinction or switch-reference system, as typically found in Papuan
languages (Foley 1986: 175-198), even though verbal prefixes indicate the sequential-
simultaneous relationships typically associated with those systems. Hence although
Namia superficially resembles a clause-chaining language, most clauses are of equal
rank at the discourse level” (Tupper to appear).

The following chart shows the positions of the various affixes within the Namia
verb. All affixes are optional.

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4

mood

sequential

adverb voice

deixis

perfective STEM person

plural

aspect

adverb

mood limiter

inceptive

List of abbreviations

adj adjective
adv adverb
ant antonym
cf compare
comp compound
conj conjunction
der of derivative
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exp expression
fr.var. free variant
gen generic
inf v. inflected variant
kt phr keyterm phrase
lit literally
n noun
ph.v phrasal verb
postpos postposition
pro pronoun
pt part
redup reduplication
say saying
sem domain semantic domain
spec specific
syn synonym
v verb
v:adv adverbial verbal affix
v:asp aspectual verbal affix
v:dx verbal affix for deixis
v:mood modal verbal affix
v:num verbal affix for number
v:pers verbal affix for person
wh whole
1p, 2p, 3p 1st, 2nd, 3rd person forms

Alphabetic List of affixes and particles in Namia
a- emphatic verbal affix
al- unsuccessful attempt ‘try’
ao negation
ari already (perfect aspect)
arna (logical) discourse development marker
aro temporal demonstrative
arpa- indefinite repetition ‘again’
awarka negation
e continue
e- towards (deictic)
-e realis (also occurs as –re and –we)
elali- causative (‘let’)
-em 1p plural imperative
-er 1p dual imperative
i associative (‘and’)
-i habitual
-k telic
-ka oblique (both locative and possessive)
ka- perfective
-la masculine
la- downriver (south) (also occurs as lam-)
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-lale off, separate from
lam- downriver
-lame 3p plural
-lapli 3p dual
-le inceptive
ma- distal deictic affix (‘there closeby’)
-ma case marker
-memle let us (mild imperative – compound of ‘we’ + inceptive –le)
-miya contingent action
-mo remote imperative
-na towards
na- reciprocal
nak- accompaniment and instrument
-nak durative
pa- sequential discourse
-pa plural for non-motion verbs
pae- permissive (‘allow’)
pam- there, west
-peina unsuccessful conclusion (‘useless’)
-pleraele all
-pleyae all
-pro collective repetition
-ra out
-rr brief interval
ta- opinion
-taeri intermittent repetition
tam- down in height
tama instead
-tamna cessative
tan conditional
tapa- prohibitive, simultaneous
tara- benefactive
tara- up
tea yet
to dubitative
-wa irrealis (also occurs as –ja),
-wa purpose clause marker (also occurs as –wam)
wa- distant time
-wal plural for motion verbs
-wapli 2p dual imperative
-war authoritative (also occurs as –yar)
-wom 2p plural imperative
-wom out of
-ya allative (also occurs as –wa and –ja)
ya- far
-ya only, just still (also occurs as –ja and -miyam)
yaka- preceding (‘first’)
yam- proximal deictic (‘here’)
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yaram- upriver, north
-yowirao ignorantly
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Map 1: Languages around the Namia language
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Map 2 – Villages and social divisions in the Namia language area
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